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Code Girls: The Untold Story of the American Women Code Breakers Who Helped Win World War II 
By: Mundy, Liza 
D810.C88 M86 2017 
 
Review from: Choice    May 01, 2018 

A key difference between the US and its WW II enemies was that the US made use of the country's diversity. This is especially 
true in the area of codes and ciphers. Secure communication was provided by Navajo code talkers, and several of the Army's 
top code breakers were Jews. In England, the best cryptologist was Alan Turing, a homosexual. In Germany, women were valued 
only in kitchens and bedrooms; in the US, they made up the majority of code makers and code breakers. Their important story 
has never been told so well. Readers learn about their recruitment, how they helped manufacture cipher machines that were 
never broken, and how they cracked Japanese and German codes. It is all here. Cryptography, history, and personal details of 
the women's lives alternate, keeping the book lively… 

 

The Path to War: How the First World War Created Modern America 
By: Neiberg, Michael S.       
D619 .N45 2016 eBook  
 
Review from: Choice   April 01, 2017 
In an account both challenging and well-written, Neiberg tackles the familiar question of why the US entered WW I. 
Discontented with what he calls "hackneyed explanations" of neutral rights, the British blockade, and Wilson's desire to 
reorganize the world community, the author finds the "real story" lying in the increasingly interventionist views of the American 
public. Neiberg examined a wide variety of manuscript collections in such far-flung places as Texas, Tennessee, New York, and 
Dublin, Ireland. He also cites newspapers ranging from Colorado Springs, CO, to Pittsburgh, PA, from Anderson, SC, to Cedar 
Falls, IA. He finds that Americans first favored Wilsonian neutrality, but such events as the sinking of the Lusitania, German 
espionage and sabotage, and the Turkish massacre of Armenians (blamed on the Germans) led citizens to see the Reich as so 
threatening to US security that by spring 1917, they were ready for war… 
 

TED Talks: The Official TED Guide to Public Speaking 
By: Anderson, Chris  
PN4129.15 .A53 2016 
 
Review from: Publishers Weekly   July 25, 2016 
In 2002, Anderson shifted his career in journalism to lead TED, the conference-based public speaking venture that eventually 
became a social media sensation thanks to the development of online video streaming. Now he offers a resource covering all 
facets of presentation preparation. He has a plethora of excellent advice to offer based on past TED talks, including some of the 
most successful and popular ones. He covers important topics such as making a personal connection with audiences, explaining 
complicated subjects to laypeople, priming people to accept counterintuitive ideas, and cultivating a sense of showmanship… 
 

In Praise of Failure: The Value of Overcoming Mistakes in Sports and in Life 
By: Anshel, Mark H.  
GV706.4 .A568 2016 eBook  
 
Review from: Choice   November 01, 2016  
Anshel examines the occurrence of failure, providing both theoretical and real-life perspectives. His description of failure 
parallels Carol Dweck's growth-mindset philosophy--as presented in Mindset: The New Psychology (CH, Dec'06, 44-2397), which 
this book complements: i.e., he explains that failure is an essential part of the learning process and a necessity for future 
success. As Anshel points out, society considers failure taboo--a mark of disappointment, missed opportunities, frustration, and 
dissatisfaction with performance both on and off the field. Anshel encourages readers to redefine and embrace failure, to see 
it not as a blemish in one's life but instead as a tool for harnessing success and striving toward improvement… 
 

The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the Stars 
By: Sobel, Dava 
QB34.5 .S63 2016 
 
Review from: Choice   June 01, 2017 
In this work, best-selling science writer Sobel examines the personal and scientific history of the underpaid women of the mid-
19th century at the Harvard Observatory who uncovered the nature of stars and their distances. The director of the observatory, 
Edward Pickering, embarked on the task of photographing the entire sky on glass plates. For this project, Pickering hired 
women, who were known as "computers." These women not only measured the glass photographic plates, but also interpreted 
them. They were hired at lower wages but were often more skillful than their male coworkers. Since observatory directors 
always struggled for funds, Harvard found many talented women eager to work in an era of little opportunity… 
 



Making Sense of Medicine: Bridging the Gap Between Doctor Guidelines and Patient Preferences  
By: Berger, Zackary     
R727.3 .B466 2016 eBook  
 
Review from: Choice   January 01, 2017 
The author, Dr. Zackary Berger, is a primary care doctor, internist, epidemiologist, and bioethicist, and is affiliated with Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine. His work offers excellent narratives about physicians with firsthand experiences assisting their 
patients with health care decisions. Berger shares some good hints about effectively caring for patients and, at the same time, 
adhering to the regulated, shared decision-making and evidence-based guidelines that a primary care provider is charged to 
follow. Most significantly, Dr. Berger offers strong suggestions for managing patients with diabetes, hypertension, depression, 
and arthritis, while being sure to properly engage with the patient and his or her family. He specifically describes how important 
it is to involve the patient as an individual and not to make generalizations about certain patient categories…  
 

Storm in a Teacup: The Physics of Everyday Life 
By: Czerski, Helen    
QC75 .C94 2017   
 
Review from: PW Annex Reviews  January 16, 2017 
In this delightful pop science title, Czerski, a physicist at University College London, shows that understanding how the universe 
works requires little more than paying attention to patterns and figuring out increasingly refined ways to explain them. She 
begins her discussion with ordinary popcorn. A quick lesson in "ballistic cooking"-why popcorn pops-and imagining how an 
elephant uses its trunk segues into understanding how rockets work. Spinning an egg offers insight into spiral galaxies, and 
considering bubbles and marine snail snot can reveal how fluids behave. The slosh of a cup of tea grows into a look at 
earthquakes. Czerski's writing is playful and witty… 
 

Prescription Drug Abuse: a Reference Handbook 
By: Newton, David E. 
RM146 .N496 2016 eBook  
  
Review from: Choice   June 01, 2016  
Prescription Drug Abuse, part of ABC-CLIO's "Contemporary World Issues" series, addresses an often unrecognized or ignored 
problem in contemporary Western society. Since 2007, the number of US emergency room visits for drug-related problems 
from prescription drugs has exceeded the number for illicit drug use. While other countries also experience problems related 
to prescription drug use and abuse, the estimated rates for the US appear to significantly exceed those of other areas. Newton 
is a former science educator and author of several other works in the above-mentioned series. He begins the volume with three 
chapters titled "Background and History," "Problems, Controversies, and Solutions," and "Perspectives" (eight essays written 
by other authors). The remaining five chapters provide background material related to the problem of prescription abuse… 

 
Lab Girl: A Story of Trees, Science and Love 
By: Jahren, Hope   
QH31.J344 A3 2016 
 
Review from: Library Journal   February 15, 2016 
Jahren's first book is a refreshing mix of memoir about her journey as a woman scientist and musings about plants, the central 
focus of her successful scientific endeavors. What's most refreshing is the author's openness about her relationship and 
collaboration with research partner Bill. Over the course of 20 years their field treks take them to the North Pole, the back 
roads of Florida, and Ireland's countryside. Meanwhile they build three labs, including their current one at the University of 
Hawaii. At times funny and at other points poignant, this work expresses Jahren's passion for paleobiology-her subdiscipline 
within environmental geology-through her insights into plant life and growth. She skillfully ties this knowledge to her own life 
stories and successfully conveys the dedication required to build and sustain a research agenda and the requisite lab at any 
major U.S. research institution. 
 

The New Instruction Librarian: A Workbook for Trainers and Learners   
By: Benjes-Small, Candice M. and Rebecca K. Miller 
Z682.4.I57 B46 2017 eBook  
 
Review from: Library Journal    May 01, 2017 
Benjes-Small and Miller correctly note there are many great books introducing information literacy instruction to librarians. 
What has been lacking, however, is an introduction for librarians who are new to instruction. In addition, many librarians find 
their initial teaching experience is "trial by fire" rather than a structured training program. With that in mind, the authors have 
written a solid overview of academic instruction librarianship for both supervisors and novices. Supervisors will find content 
related to recruitment, orientation, and providing continuing support. The authors outline the many roles librarians will be 
expected to play: instructional designer, teaching partner, advocate, and learner. Included are expert voices, activities, and 
reading suggestions, as well as a section dedicated to templates and activities for both audiences. 


